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PATENT OFFICE. 
HUGO STAUBLI, OF ZURICH, swiTZERLAND, ASSIGNOR. To GEBR. 

HORGEN, SWITZERLAND. 
SHED-FoRMING MACHINE WITH PAPER PATTERN CARDs. 

Application filed March 17, 1927, Serial No. 176.174, and in Switzerland May 28, 1926. 
A shed-forming machine for the manu 

facture of fabrics with long repeats of weft 
threads, whether it be a dobby or a jac 
quard mechanism, needs for advantageous 
Working, a patter in-card of paper. A dobby 
with paper pattern cards up to to-day 
worked positively only in one way, that is 
to say, while running forwards. A dobby 
with lags and pegs in comparison already : 
Works positively in both directions, that is 
to say, if the loom runs forwards or back 
wards the sheds are always opened in the 
right sequence; thus for a pickout, the 
Weaver only had to turn the loom back 
wards without any manipulation of the 
dobby mechanism. A paper pattern dobby 
has the advantage over a dobby working 
with wooden lags and pegs of allowing the 
weaving of fabrics with very long repeats, 
up to 10000 picks per repeat. To weave 
such a fabric with wooden lags and pegs 
is practically impossible. The paper pat 
tern which I use for my dobbies may con 

2 5 tain for instance 333 picks per meter and 
even a long pattern can easily be placed in 
Such a manner that it will not be inconveni 
ent either for the good working of the ma 
chine or for the space required. The great 

3.0 

i. 

; i. 

advance of the new type dobby working with 
paper pattern over the old type is the posi 
tive motion of the pattern cylinder in both 
directions. This enables the weaver to turn 
the loom backwards for a pickout without 
any manipulation of the dobby mechanism: 
the right shed in relation to the pattern will 
aiways be opened. The shed-forming ma 
chine for dobby or jacquard-mechanism con 
stituting the subject-matter of the present 
invention, furnishes both during its for 
ward movement and also during the return 
movement a weaving-in and releasing re 
spectively of the wefts in the correct se 
quence. This is based upon the fact that 
during one stroke of the lifting knife or 
knives, two successive picks of the pattern 
card for the same knife are read off at the 
same titline and the hooks are placed and 
kept in readiness for the lifting knife by 
Siitable members in such a way that during 
the lost motion of the knife, when the ma 
chine is rotating forwards, the coming pick 
is tie determining factor, and during the 
backward rotation the preceding pick is the 

determining factor, for the position of the 
hook in relation to the knife. The accompanying drawings illustrate two 
structed as dobbies. - - . 

Figures 1 to 3 being diagrammatical 
constructional examples of the invention con 

views of the first example, which relates to 
a single-lift dobby. . . . 
... Fig. 4 is a graphic chart showing the 
movements of the elements of the machine 
disclosed in Figs. 1 to 3. Fig. 5 is a similar graphic chart showing 
the elements of the machine shown in Figs. 
6 to 9. Fig.6 shows part of this second example 
in front elevation, . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 7 shows a section on the line. A-B in 
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Fig. 6, with individual parts located in front 
of the plane of section, 

Fig. 8 shows a section taken in the same 
plane but on a smaller scale, with the mov able parts in a different position, 

Fig. 9 is a partial side elevation of the 
machine, showing the driving elements of 
the cylinder motion which are also shown 
in front elevation in Fig. 6. In the constructional example according 
to Figs. 1 to 4, 1 is the cylinder over which 
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the paper pattern-card 2 ruins, and which is 
fed forward one pick from the shaft 5 after 
each pick of the loom by transmission ele 
ments which are more fully indicated for the 
second example in Figs. 6 to 9. Upon the 
shaft 5 is mounted, in a manner known from 
existing dobbies, at each end of the machine, 
a cam disc 6, which through the medium of a 
roller 8, actuates an oscillating arm 10, which 
carries the lifting knife 12. Within reach 
connected with one end to a balance 40 whilst 
the other end lies free. The balance engages 
with a swing 41, which is movably mounted 
upon a rod 42 and to the arm 43 of which a 
shaft is connected in a known manner. In 
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of the latter are located the hooks 14, each 
95 

the rositions according to Figs. 2 and 3, the 
balance 40 bears against stationary ledges 44. 100 

Under each hook 14 is mounted loose upon 
a rod 17 a thin bell-crank lever 16, which 
is subject on the one hand to the influence of 
a tension spring 18, and on the other hand 
to that of two driver needles 21 and 21°. 
From each of the latter there hangs a needle, 22 and 22° respectively, for reading the 
pattern-card. The needles 22 and 22° are 
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located at the weft distance one behind the 
other, in order that two successive picks may 
always be simultaneously read off by them. 
They are guided in iron strips or ledges 23, 
and the driver needles 21 and 21° are guided 
in the vertical limb of an angle iron 24, a 
horizontal limb of which serves as a stop 
for the levers 16 if the latter are only subject 
to the action of the springs 18. 

For lifting the reading needles 22 and 22 
off the paper card 2 before the feeding of 
the reading needles, and for the subsequent 
supporting of those driver needles 21" and 
21 of which the needles 22 and 22° have 
dropped into holes in the paper card, there 
serve bars 25 and 26 respectively, which are 
carried by the upper arm of a bell-crank 
lever 28, the other arm of which is pressed 
by gravity against the periphery of a cam 
29. The latter revolves at the same speed 
as the cam shaft 5. Upon a shaft 4, which 
likewise revolves with the velocity of the 
shaft 5, and which therefore in practice will 
preferably be the shaft of the cam 29, are 
mounted two cams 30 and 31 with their tops 
angularly displaced in relation to One an 
other. Of these, the cam 30 acts upon a bell 
crank lever 32, and the cam 31 upon a simi 
lar bell-crank lever 33. The other upwardly 
directed arms of these bell-crank levers 32 
and 33 each carry a driving bar, 34 and 35 
respectively, which act in a manner to be 
described below upon the driver needles 21 
and 21. 
The diagram given in Fig. 4 illustrates the 

movements of the elements described, in their 
tion of the can shaft 5. Figures 1 to 3 illus 
trate the relative positions of these elements 
in relation to the points I, II and II on the 
diagram. In the latter, the vertical lines 
provided at the top with degree indications 
denote the various positions of the cam disc 
6 beginning in the position according to Fig. 
1. The numbers applied to the transverse 
lines correspond to those which are used in 
Figures 1 to 3 for the members, the move 
ments of which are represented by those 
lines. 
From this diagram will be seen, starting 

from the left. before the position of the cam 
disc 6 marked 0°, the following:- 
While the roller 8 bears upon the begin 

ning of the longer left-hand concentric pe. 
ripheral part of the cam disc 6 in Fig. 1, the 
knife 12 is stationary, and before the cylin 
der 1 is fed forward. the needles 22 and 22 
are lifted out of the paper card 2, the eccen 
tric part of the cam disc 29 rotating the 
lever 28 in such a way that the small rods 
25 and 26, and the driver needles 218 and 21 
bearing upon them, are raised. The needles. 
22 and 22° are thus located during the feed 
ing movement of the cylinder 1, which in 
mediately succeeds their upward movement, 
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out of contact with the paper card, as shown in Fig. 1. After the feeding of the cylinder 
is completed, the top of the cam 29 slips off 
the lever 28, and thus the small rods 25 and 
26, the driver needles 21 and 21° and the 
needles 22 and 22° descend, so that the latter 
can now read two successive picks. 

In the following constructions it is first 
assumed that under each needle there is a 
hole in the paper card 2. Hence the needles 
22 and 22 drop into the latter, the depth of 
penetration being regulated by the bearing 
of the driver needles 21" and 21 upon the 
small rods 25 and 26 which are held station 
ary by the lever 28 as long as the concentric 
part of the cam 29 lies on the lever 28. 
With their downward movement the 

driver needles 21" and 21 pass within reach 
of the driving bars 34 and 35. As a result, 
the top of the cam 30 first comes into action 
upon the lever 32 in such a direction that the 
driving bar 34 is pushed forward and there 
by pushes forward the driver needle 21". 
The lever 16 is thereby rotated backwards 
against the action of the spring 18, so that 
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90 
it does not touch the hook 14, which at the 
same time (Fig. 4) swings backwards and 
downwards out of the position indicated in 
Fig. 1. This hook therefore remains lying 
upon the lifting knife 12. The position of 
the parts is now that indicated in Fig. 2. 
Here begins the so-called lost motion of 
the knife 12, that is to say, the latter con 
tinues its previous movement backwards 
a little further, while the roller S bears 
upon a part of a cam disc 6, the distance 
of which from the axis of rotation decreases 
Somewhat further in the direction of rota 
tion. The hook 14 on the contrary no 
longer follows this movement of the knife 
12, as the balance 40 bears on both ledgees 
44. The position of the parts 16, 32, 34 and 
21" at first still remains the same. As 
Soon, however, as the top of the cam 30 
begins to run off the lever 32 the driving bar 
32 moves back again and therefore the lever 
16 can rotate forwards under the action of 
the spring 18 not however into its initial 
position, but only into an intermediate 
position in which it somewhat raises the 
hook 14 (Fig. 3), for if the end of the le 
ver 32 that bears upon the can 30 has 
moved back as far as half the height of the 
cam, the end of the lever 33 bearing upon 
the cam 31, has in its ascent reached half 
the height of the cam in question. While 
therefore from this position onwards (Fig. 
3) the driving bar 34 goes back, the diving 
bar 35 swings further forward, and, by 
means of the driver needle 21, rotates the 
lever 16 back again. The hook 14 thus 
places itself again upon the knife 12 and is 
driven by the latter, which has meanwhile 
commenced its forward movement. 

Subsequently the driving bar 35 also re 
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turns to its initial position again, releasing 
the driver needle 21, and the cam 29 again 

O 

actuates the lever 28 in such a direction that 
it raises the small rods 25 and 26 and thereby 
brings the needles 22 and 22 out of reach 
of the paper card 2. The cylinder 1 is then 

s 

fed forward one pick, and the cam disc 5 
begins its second revolution, whereupon the 
operations described are repeated, but the 
Rick previously read by the needle 22° is read 
y the needle 22", and the needle 229 reads 

a new pick. Hence, each pick is read twice. 
It was assumed above that each of the nee 

dles 22" and 22° had dropped into a hole in 
the pattern-card. Should, however, only the 
needle 22" for example have dropped and not 
the needle 22°, because the paper card 2 con 9. 

tained no hole at the point in question, the 
20 

2. 

following modification would take place:- 
'The driver needle 21, during the transi 

tion of the lever 28 out of the position 
according to Fig. 1 into that according to 
Fig. 2 in consequence of the needle 22' 
standing up on the paper card 2, could not 
follow the descending rod 26 into its lowest. 

s - 

position, but owing to the needle 22°, would 
remain stationary on the way in stich a 
position that during the oscillation of the 
lever 33 it would not be touched by the 
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driving bar 35. Hence the lever 16 could 
follow the driver needle 21 returning to 
its initial position as far as the stop on the 
angle iron 24, and would lift the hook 14 
completely off the knife 12, so that the latter 
would execute the second half of its travel 
idly, that is to say the corresponding shaft 
would not be lifted. . . . . . . . . . . . 
From Fig. 3 and position III in Fig. 4 

it will be seen that if the machine is ro 
tated backwards out of this position the 
driving bar 34 maves back again (towards 
the right in Fig. 3) and pushes the lever 
16 away from the hook 14, so that the latter 
is driven forward by the knife 2 in its 
movement, and thus the immediately pre 

At the mo ceding pick is released again. 
ment when the knife 12 is located in its 
basic position (Fig. 3) 
two picks available for the hanging of the 
hook 14 on the knife, and as a consequence 
one pick is woven in, or the other pick re 
leased again according to the direction of 
rotation. With a constant direction of ro 
tation of the machine the said same is trans 
ferred to the lever 16 the first time by the 
first needle (22 for example) during the 
second half, and the second time, after the 
cylinder has been fed forward, by the sec 
ond needle ( 228 for example) during the 
first half of the lost motion of the knife. 
Under these circumstances, however, only 
the transmission occurring in this second half 
of the lost motion is on each occasion a 
determining factor for the hanging of the era 

s the said needles. It is assumed that the hook on the knife. 

there are always 

3 

As will be seen from Fig. 4 the movement 
of the driving bars 34 and 35 occupy a some 
of the lifting knife. One driving bar has 
already reached its outermost working posi 
what greater interval than the lost motion 

tion before the lost motion commences and 
only after the termination of the latter does 
the other driving bar return back out of 
its working position. A guarantee is there 
by given that the hook 14, at the beginning 75 
and at the end of the lost motion, lies upon 
the knife, so far as the corresponding needle 
22° or 22 is located in a hole in the pattern 
card, or is lifted off the knife, not hung, in 
so far as this needle has not found a hole. 

In the case of the constructional form 
(double-lift machine) -" 
to 9, the operations described for one knife 
in reference to Figs. to 4 take place in a 
similar manner for each of the two knives. 
While, however, in the case of the single 
lift machine the cylinder of the paper pat 
te:"n-card is fed forward one pick after each 
pick, in the case of the double-lift machine 
the feeding of the cylinder takes place after 
every second pick through two picks, the holes 
in the paper card corresponding to these 
two picks and the 'efo'e also the associated 

80 

according to Figs. 5. 
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needles, being displaced a few millimeters 
from one another in the longitudinal and 95 
transverse directions of the paper card. 
The shafts 4 and 5 revolve in the case of the 
double-lift machine only half as fast as in 
the case of the single-lift machine and at 
the same speed as one another. 6 and 7 
(Fig. 9) are the cam discs mounted on the 
shaft 5, and 8 and 9 the rollers bearing 
against the discs and carried by the knife . 
levers 10' and 11. 12 is the lower lifting 
linife, and 13 the upper lifting knife. 14. 
and 15 are the hooks, one upper and one 
lower of each of which engage with the 
Same balance 40. Upon the lower hooks 14 
there acts the lever 16', and upon the upper 
same pivot 17 as the lever 16, through the 
medium of a thin rod or wire 19, the lower 
hook 15 a lever 20, mounted loose on the 

(15 

end of which bears upon an oblique surface 
on the upper end of the lever. Like the 
lever 16, the lever 20 is also subject to the 
action of a tension spring 18, which might 
likewise be replaced by a counter-weight. 
As in the case of the first example, the lever 
16' is here again subject to the influence of 
two driver needles 21 and 21", while upon 
the lever 20 there act the two driver needles 
21b and 21d located one above the other in 
a vertical plane, the needles 22, and 22 

23 

being suspended from the said drivers 21 
and 21d. The needles 22 and 22 are located 25 

in a plane which is parallel to the plane 
passing through the needles 22 and 22° and 
are set back a few millimeters in the periph 
eral direction of the cylinder 1 relatively to 

30 
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by the other number of knives. 

4. 

needles 22 and 229 read the odd picks (in 
dicated at the bottom of Fig. 6 by way of 
example by the holes marked a and c in the 
paper card 2), while the needles 22 and 22 
read the even picks (for example b and d in 
Fig. 6). For the supporting of the driver 
needles 21, 21, 21 and 21 there serve, as 
in the case of Figs. 1 to 3, Small rods 25 and 
26 carried by arms 27 of a bell-crank lever 
28, the rod 25 serving for the driver needles 
218 and 21b and the rod 26 for the driver 
needies 219 and 21. The lever 28 in its 
turn is subject to the influence of the cam 29 
mounted fast upon the shaft 4. The cams 
30’ and 31 likewise secured to the shaft 4 
each comprise two diametrically opposite 
rises. The relationship between the posi 
tions of one rise on one cam disc and the 
adjacent rise on the other can disc, and 
that of one of these pairs of rises and the 
rise on the can disc 29, is similar to what 
has been described in reference to Figs. 1 to 
3. The arrangement of the bell-crank evers 
32 and 33 and of the driving bars 34 and 
35 carried the latter in the case of this con 
structional form of the machine is similar 
to their arrangement in the previous case. 
Each of the driving bai's acts upon two levers 
16 and 20, namely the bar 34 by the driver 
needles 21 and 21, and the bar 35 by the 
diver needles 21 and 21. 
The method of working of the machine 

illustrated in Figs. 6 to 9 is in part evident 
from what has been said in reference to Figs. 
1 to 4, and the remainder will be explained 
in reference to the diagram contained in 
Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 the degree indications ar 
ranged in a row at the top again relate to 
the cam shaft 5, while the numbers applied 
to the transverse lines indicate that these 
lines represent the movements of the simi 
larly designated members. The positions 
Inarked in Fig. 5 as I, II and correspond 
to the similarly designated positions accord 
ing to Fig. 4, with the differences conditioned 

Thus for 
example in position in Fig. 5 the knives 
are in motion and cross one another. From 
this position onwards, which is also illus 
trated in Fig. 8, the movements of the vari ous parts proceed essentially in the following 
The knife 12 moves backwards, the knife 

13 forwards, (see arrows in Fig. 8). The 
Cam 29 by its projecting part has rotated the 
lever 28 in such a way that the upper arm 
27 thereof has raised the small rods 25 and 
26, and thereby the driver needles 219, 21, 
21 and 21, and the needles 22, 22, 22° and 
22 into the position indicated in full lines 
in Fig. 8. so that all the latter stand above 
the cylinder 1, that is, out of contact with 
the paper card-pattern 2, when the latter is 
now fed forward. This feeding is effected 
after every second pick, that is, for every 
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complete revolution of the cam plates 6 and 
, once by two picks (one pick for each knife) 
by means of a tooth 45 (Fig. 9), which is 
mounted fast upon the shaft 4 and which 
engages with a toothed wheel 3 mounted fast 
tipon the shaft of the cylinder 1. When this 
feeding is completed, the cam on the cam 
disc 29 slides off the lever 28, the upper 
arm 27 of the latter descends, and the needles 
22, 22, 22° and 22 are now released for 
the reading of the pattern-card 2. In the 
following remarks it is assumed by Way of 
example that the pattern-card contains holes 
in its present position underneath the needles 
22 and 22, but not underneath the needles 
22° and 22, the position thus being as in 
dicated below in Fig. 6 by the letters a, b, 
c, d, for a later position. Thus the needles 
22 and 22° can drop into the pattern-card 
2, and the driver needles 21 and 21 follow 
the descending small rods 25 and 26 and 
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pass within reach of the driving bars 34 and 
35, as shown in dot-and-dash lines in Fig. 8. 
immediately after the projecting part on the 
cam disc 29 has run off the lever 28, the 
adjacent cam on the cam disc 30 comes into 
action upon the lever 32, so that the driving 
bar 34 pushes back the driver needle 219 and 
the latter pushes back the lever 16' into the 
position according to Fig. 7. The lever 
therefore comes out of reach of the hook 14 
Swinging back, so that the latter remains 
lying upon the knife 12, when it begins its 
lost motion (Fig. 7). While in the course 
of this lost motion the cam on the disc 30 
runs off the lever 32, the adjacent cam on 
the cam disc.31 begins to act upon the lever 
33, as has been described above with refer 
ence to Figs 1 to 4. The lever 16, when 
the movement of the knife 12 reverses is 
therefore held in the disengaged position 
(Fig. 7) by the driving bar 35 and the driver 
Ineedle 21°. 
hanging on the knife 12 and is carried for 
wards by the latter in its movement. 
The above-described actuation of the le 

ver's 32 and 33, the driving bars 34 and 35, 
the driver needles 21 and 21, and the lever 
16 is repeated after half a revolution of the 
shaft 4 under the action of the second cam 

The hook end therefor remains 
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on the cam discs 30', 31', without however 
having here any significance, as the knife 12 
is now located in its front end position. On 
the other hand the upper knife 13 has mean 
while reached its rear position. As, how 
ever, the needles 22 and 22 could not enter 

20 

holes in the pattern-card, the parts 21b and 
21, 20 and 19 maintain the positions indi 
cated in Fig. 7, so that the hook 15 remains 
in its raised position and cannot hang on 
the knife 13. If, however, the needles 22 
the pattern card, operations would have 
taken place under the action of the second 
cam on the cam discs 30 and 31 at the ea 

and 22 had been able to drop into holes in 
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end of the path of the knife 13, similar 
to those described above for the lower knife 
12. The driver needles 21 and 21 would 
have been located in the same position as 
regards depth as is indicated in Fig. 7 for 
the needles 21 and 21°. They would there 
fore have come into contact during the 
SWinging of the level's 32 and 33 with the 
driving bars 34 and 35 and would thereby 
disengage the lever 20, so that the rod 19 
and with it the upper hook 15 could descend. 
The latter would accordingly hang on the 
knife 13 and be carried with it in its for 
Ward movement. In the following crossing 
of the lifting knives in the direction indi 
cated by Fig. 8 the cylinder 1 is fed forward 
by two picks, that is to say by so much that 
the hole in the pattern-card 2 previously lo 
cated below the needle 22° has come to lie 
below the needle 22". Hence if during the 
preceding stroke of the knives the first and 
third picks were read off by the needles 22 

2 5 

and 22° and the second and fourth picks by 
the needles 22 and 22, it would now be 
the third and fifth and the fourth and sixth. 
Here again, as in the case of the single-lift 
machine, each pick is read off twice, and in 
the case of one knife it is always the even 
picks, and in the case of the other knife the 
odd picks. One of the supporting levers 
16, 20, comes into action for the even picks. 
and the other for the odd picks. According 
to the direction in which the loom or the 
shed-forming machine is fed forward one or 
other of the picks standing ready for the 
same knife comes into operation. Hence, 
with this machine forward or backward ro 
tating can be effected from any desired 
point and the correct pick will always work. 

If a dobby shall work with positive mo 
tion, it is essential that, in relation to one 
knife, the respective hooks of different shafts 
change during that short interval during 
which the knife remains at its dead position, 

5, as shown for instance in Fig. 3. If for 
instance a shed is formed by lifting the 1st, 
3rd, 5th and so on shafts, while the even 
shafts remain in their lower position, for 
the first pick, and afterwards, for the sec 
Ond pick the odd shafts remain low while 
the even shafts are lifted, the respective 
hooks have to be pulled forward by the 
knife. For the first pick the odd hooks will 

(it 
odd hooks must be brought out of reach of 

(ii) 

fall down upon the knife while the even 
hooks will be retained out of reach of the 
knife 12 by their supporting levers 16. 
Then the knife 12 is going forward, actuat 
ing the first pick. After its return to the 
dead point position, the changing of the 
hooks has to be actuated; that, is to say, the 
the knife by their supporting levers 16, while 
the even hooks must fall down upon the 
knife to be pulled forward, thus opening 
the second shed for the second pick. This 

would have to be done. 

takes 

5 
changing of the hooks must be done while 
the knife is in its dead position; therefore, 
if the direction of the running of the loom 
is changed, the hooks 14 for the first shed 
will be released and fall down again upon. 
the knife, while the hooks for the second 
shed will be brought out of reach of the 
knife. Now then, to enable this manipu 
lation of the hooks, the respective supporting 
level's 16, Fig. 3, for instance, must be kept 

70 

75 
ready in this moment, to either release or 
lift the hooks out of reach of the knife. 
At the same moment, there must two picks 
be read off by the needles 22° and 22 re 
Spectively; that is to say, the first pick and 
the second pick; let us say that the first 
pick has already been woven, and that the 
second one is going to be woven. Now then, 
if the loom runs forwards, the second pick 
being read off by the needle 22, Fig. 3, 

80 

85 
the driving needle 21" is pushed forwards, 
because of the cam 31 and driving bar 35, 
against the spring of the lever 16 and so 
releases the hook. The same processes have 
been done for the first pick before and by the 
same needles etc. If now starting from the 
point shown in Fig. 3, the loom has to be 

90 

rotated backwards, the shed for the pick 
No. 1 must be opened again. The shaft 4 
cated by the arrow, thus the cam 30 will act 
upon the lever 32 and therefore push for 
Wards the driving needle 21, which this 
time releases the hook 14 by turning the 
lever 16 backwards against the power of the 
spring. For this reason there are arranged 
two needles. . . 

If in the contrary, there would be used one 
feeler needle 22 only, the following processes 

Supposing the first 
pick has been woven and the knife has come 
back to its dead point position as shown in 
Fig. 3, the feeler needle, at this moment, 
would be fallen down upon the paper card 

10 in order to read off the second pick. If 

will turn in the opposite direction as indi- 95 

.00 

105 

now the direction of the running of the 
loom and dobby were changed in order to 
Open again the first shed for picking out 
the first pick, the feeler needle would have 
to be lifted out of the paper, the cylinder 
Would have to be turned backwards to bring 

5 

the first pick underneath the feeler needle, 
which then would have to be let drop on 
the paper card in order to read off the first 
pick. But for all these processes, the lapse 
of time, during which the knife remains in 
the position shown in Fig. 3 is too short; a 
fact fully proven by the existing machines. 
As the feeding of the pattern cylinder only 
takes place after every E. pick, but 

place by two picks each time, the ma 
chine Works smoothly... . . . . " 
What I claim is:- 1. A shed forming machine, comprising 

movable hooks for lifting the threads of the 
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warp, a lifting knife adapted to engage with 
such hooks and to perform a reciprocating 
movement together with the hooks engaged 
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with it and a short movement relatively 
to these hooks just before reaching and after 
having reached one of its dead points, a 
movable pattern card, movable pick reading 
members adapted to come in engagement 
with this card for reading a pick, movable 
members adapted to adjust the position of 
the lifting hooks to the pattern as repre 
sented on the pattern card during said 
period of relative movement of the lifting 
knife in such a way that on the Subsequent 
stroke of this knife an engagement of hooks 
by the knife in accordance with the pattern 
will take place at either direction of working 
of the machine. 

2. A shed forming machine, comprising 
movable warp lifting hooks, a lifting knife 
adapted to perform a reciprocating move 
ment together with such hooks and a short 
movement relatively to these hooks at the 
end of the shaft lowering stroke and the 
beginning of the shaft lifting stroke, a mov 
able pattern-card, pick-reading members 
adapted to be brought in contact with this 
pattern card while it is at rest, movable 
members adapted to support the lifting 
hooks during the period of idle movement 
of the lifting knife so as to hold said hooks 
out of reach of this knife, driving and re 
leasing members dependent as to their rela 
tive position and operation upon the position 
of the pick-reading members relatively to 
the pattern-card and adapted to release said 
supporting members from their lifting hooks 
during said idle motion of the lifting knife 
at a definite position of the corresponding 
pick reading members to permit the released 
hooks to be carried along with this knife on 
its subsequent stroke. 

3. A shed forming machine, comprising 
a movable-pattern-card, pick representing 

45 marks thereon, pick-reading members adapt 
ed to read off two successive picks from this 
pattern-card, movable lifting hooks for lift 
ing the warp threads, a lifting knife adapted 
to perform a reciprocating movement, a nov 
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able member for each lifting hook adapted 
to support this hook at a definite period of 
the reciprocating movement of the lifting 
knife to hold it out of reach of said knife, 
driving means adapted to act upon said 
supporting member for releasing it in said 
definite period but dependent as to their op 
eration upon the position of the pick F.E. 
ing members relatively to the pattern-card 
in such a manner that in either direction of 
Working of the machine the hook is per 
mitted to be carried along with the knife at 
its subsequent stroke if the corresponding 
pick reading member is in its reading posi 
tion. ,' . . . . 

4. A shed forming machine comprising 

1,672,434 
movable warp thread lifting hooks, a lifting 
knife adapted to temporarily engage with 
such hooks and to perform a reciprocating 
movement with the hooks engaged and a 
short idle movement relatively to these hooks 
just before reaching and after having reached 
one of its dead points, a cylindel', a pat 
tern-card on this cylinder, pick-representing 
marks on this card disposed in planes at 
right angle to the axis of the cylinder, pick 
reading members disposed at a distance One 

7) 
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from another equal to the weft distance as 
given on the pattern-card in the same of Said 
planes and to coact with said marks, means 
for displacing the pattern-card intermit 
tently each time for a length equal to the 
weft distance in such a way that, according 
as to the direction of displacement, One Or 
the other of said pick-marks is in position 
to be read by the other one of Said pick 
reading members than it was read before 
said displacement took place, driving mem 
bers adapted to coact with the pick reading 
members in such a way that in said dead 
point of the hook lifting knife the driving 
members of both pick reading members are 
in position of readiness to permit the hook 
to come in reach of the lifting knife at the 
Subsequent stroke thereof. 

5. A shed forming machine, comprising 
warp lifting hooks, a lifting knife, driving 
means for imparting to this knife a recip 
rocating movement, a movable supporting 
member for each of said hooks adapted to 
control the position of such hook at definite 
periods of the reciprocating movement of 
the lifting knife, a movable pattein-card, 
pick-reading means adapted to coact with 
this pattern-card, driving means adapted to 
move in a determined speed ratio with re 
gard to the lifting knife motion transmitting 
members disposed between these driving 
means and the hook supporting member and 
controlled by the pick-reading members in 
such a manner that in said definite periods 
of the reciprocating movement of the lifting 
knife said lifting hooks are either released 
by their supporting member to be engaged 
by the knife in its forward stroke or held 
out of the path of said knife according as the 
pick reading member corresponding to the 
actual direction of movement of the ma 
chine is in or out of engagement with the 
pattern-card. . . . . 

6. A shed forming machine, comprising 
movable warp lifting hooks, a lifting knife 
adapted to perform a reciprocating move 
ment and to inpart to said hooks a lifting 
motion, a movable supporting member for 
each lifting hook adapted to hold this lat 
ter out of engagement with the lifting knife 
during a definite period of its movement, a 
movable pattern-card, pick presenting marks 
thereon, movable pick-reading members 
adapted to coact with two successive ones of 
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said marks, driving members adapted to be 
operated during said periods of the move: 
ment of the lifting knife, movable releasing 
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members dependent as to their releasing op 
eration upon the position of the pick i'ead. 
ing members and interposed between said 
driving means and the hook supporting 
member in such a manner that when One of 
the pick reading members is in its pick read 
ing position the corresponding releasing 
member is operated upon by said driving 
means to release said hook supporting inem 
ber from the hook during a definite part of 
said period to allow the hook to be engaged 
by the knife to perform its warp-thread lift 
ing motion. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 

7. A shed forming machine, comprising 
movable hooks for lifting the warp threads, 
a lifting knife adapted to engage with such 
hooks in a definite position thereof and to 
perform a reciprocating movement together 
with the hools engaged with it to alter 
nately lift and lower the corresponding 
warp threads and a short movement rela 
tively to these hooks before reaching and 
after having reached its rear dead centre, a 
movable pattern-card, movable pick-reading 
members adapted to coact with this pattern 
card while it is at rest so as to read simul 
taneously two picks therefrom of which 
picks one was read at the preceding feeding 
position of the pattern-card, and the other is 
read again at the subsequent feeding posi 
tion, a movable supporting member for each 
hook controlled by the two pick reading 
members and adapted to act upon the lifting 
hooks during the idle motion of the lifting 
knife. 

8. A shed forming machine, comprising 
movable warp lifting hooks, a lifting knife 
adapted to engage with such hooks and to 
perform a reciprocating movement together 
with the hooks engaged with it and a short 
idle movement relatively to these hooks just 
before reaching and after having reached 
its dead point at the beginning of the hook 
engaging stroke, a movable pattern-card, 
means for intermittently displacing this pat 
tern-card for the weft distance, movable 
pick reading members hanging above the 
pattern-card at a distance on behind another 
equal to the weft distance as represented on 
the pattern-card and adapted to come in 
contact with this card while it is at rest, 
means for lifting these pick reading men 
bers and holding them removed from the 
pattern-card during the displacement of the 
latter, rocking levels for supporting the lift 
ing hooks during the idle movement of the 
lifting knife, releasing members controlled 
by the pick-reading members to release said 
rocking evers from the hooks if the corre 
sponding pick reading member is in its 
operative position. . . . 

9. In a shed forming machine, a rotatable 

cylinder, a perforated paper pattern-card 
supported by this cylinder and adapted to 

7. 

run with it, means for intermittently dis 
placing this pattern card each time for a 
length having a definite relation to the weft 
distance, two series of pick reading mem 
bers located one behind another at a dis 
tance having a definite relation to the weft 
distance, always a member of the first and 
one of the second series being located in 
the same radial plane of the cylinder, a 
lifting knife, means for imparting to this 
knife a reciprocating movement, a series of warp lifting hooks adapted to be brought 
into reach of this knife, means for stopping 
the movement of the hooks on the rear end 
of its backward stroke before the knife is reaching its dead point, a movable support 
ing member for each of said hooks adapted 
to hold the hook out of reach of the lifting 
knife during the lost motion of the lifting 
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knife, two actuating members for each of 
these supporting members adapted to be 
brought in working or non working posi- w 
tion in accordance with the position of the 
corresponding pick reading members in such 
a manner that a hook, during one-half of 
the lost motion of the knife, is dependent 
upon one pick, and during the other half of 
the said lost motion, with constant direction 
of the machine, is dependent upon the other. 
of the picks read, but in the event of a 
change in the direction, again becomes de 
pendent upon the first pick. 

10. A shed forming machine as claimed 
in claim 9, comprising a shaft for actuating . 
the lifting knife, another shaft adapted to . 
rotate in a definite speed ratio to the first 
shaft, two cams on this second shaft with 
their tops angularly displaced in relation, 
to One another, a motion transmitting mem 
ber in the reach of each of these cams and 
adapted to transmit the motion received 
therefrom to a member acting upon a hook 
supporting member in Such a manner as to 
release it from the hook and giving this 
latter free to hang on the lifting knife. 

11. A shed forming machine comprising 
a pattern-card, a revolving shaft, a lifting 
knife connected with this shaft so as to re 
ceive from it a reciprocating movement, 
lifting hooks adapted to come in reach of 
this knife, two series of pick reading mem 
bet's adapted to coact with the pattern-card, 
a transmission gear actuated by said shaft, 
two other shafts in this gear one thereof 
having the same speed as the first shaft, the 
other receiving an intermittent motion to 
displace the pattern-card each time by an 
amount which is in a definite relation to the 
distance of two series of pick reading mem 
bers, wherein a rocking lever below each of 
said litting hooks normally held in a posi 
tion to raise the corresponding hook out of 
reach with the lifting knife during the dead 
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motion of the latter, two cams revolving 
with the same speed as the first mentioned 
shaft and having their tops angularly dis 
placed in relation one with another, two 
bell-crank-levers each in the reach of one 
of these tops, two driver needles opposite 
each hook supporting l'ocking lever, the po 
sition of these driver needles being depend 
ent on that of the pick reading members in 
such a manner that they are brought into 
reach of the corresponding bell-crank-lever 
if the corresponding pick reading member is 
in engagement with the pattern-card but are 
retained out of said reach when no such 
engagement takes place. 

12. In a shed forming machine, a lifting 
knife adapted to perform a reciprocating 
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ber and extendin 

Imovement, hooks pivotally connected with 
one end to a movable shed supporting men 

g in the direction towards. 
- '-- - 

and over the lifting knife, a movable sup 
porting member for each of said hooks 
adapted to normally hold the hook out of 
engagement with the lifting knife during - 

a definite period of the reciprocating move 
ment of this knife. 'eleasing members 
adapted to release the hook Supporting mem 
ber from the hook so as to allow this to fall 
in reach of the lifting knife and to be carried 
along there with, means for stopping the 
backward movement of the hook before the 
lifting knife reaches its rear dead point, 
movable pick reading needles each control 
ling the position of one of said releasing 
members, a bell crank lever for each of these 
Feleasing members adapted to impart to each 
a releasing motion. When the coi"responding 
pick reading needle is in its pick reading 
position, a cam adapted to revolve is a 
definite velocity ratio to the lifting knife 
and to act upon said bell crank lever at a 
definite part of the idle motion of the lift 
ing knife, the two cams, which act upon the 
same hook supporting member being dis 
placed relatively to one another in the pe 
ripheral direction in such a way that accord 

1. ing to the direction of notioi) of the ma 
chine one comes into action upon the sup 
porting member during the first and the 
other during the second half of the lost 
motion of the knife or conversely, and in 
the basic position of the knife, in the case 
of either direction of motion of the machine, 
both cams stand ready to 'elease the sup 
porting member. 

13. In a shed forming machine according 
to claim 12, a movable pattern-cald, a book 
supporting lever rotatable about a horizontal 
axis, two driver needles opposite to this: 
lever on the same side thei'eof, a pick leading 
needle hanging down from each of these 
driver needles, these two needles being clis 
posed to read two successive picks in the 
direction of feed of the pattern-card, and, 
according as they tan drop into holes in the 
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pattern-card or not, to bring the driver 
needles under the influence of one of said 
two cams or keeping them out of the range 
of action of the latter, one driver needle in 
the first case rotating the lever away from 
the hook during the first and the other dur 
ing the second half of the lost motion of the 
knife, and thereby releasing the said hook 
for hanging on the knife, whereas in the 
second case the driver needles remain un 
actuated. 

14. In a shed forming machine, a perfo 
rated movable pattern-card, a shaft, a lift 
ing knife adapted to receive a reciprocating 
movement from this shaft, thread Warp Sup 
porting hooks adapted to be brought in 
engagement and to be carried along with 
the lifting knife on its forward stroke, means 
for arresting the hooks at a certain distance 
in front of the rear dead centre of the knife 
in order to permit this latter to perform 
a short idle motion in each direction near 
its rear dead centre, a supporting rocking 
lever mounted below each of said hooks and 
holding the corresponding hook normally 

75 

to: of engagement with the lifting knife 
during the idle motion of the latter, two 
drive' needles opposite said supporting lever 
on the same side thereof, pick reading mem 
bers controlling the position of the driver 
needles in accordance with the pick holes 
in the pattern-card, a lever opposite each 
of said driver needles, a cam for each of these 
levers adapted to revolve in a definite veloc 
ity ratio to the shaft, actuating the lifting 
knife and to act upon said lever in such a 
Inanner that this lever, by means of the 
corresponding driver needle, releases the 
hook supporting lever, as far as the driver 
needle is within the reach of said pushing 
lever, in order to permit the hook to be en 
gaged by the knife on its forward stroke, 
said cams being so arranged that they actu 
ate their pushing levers successively and that 
in the rear dead centre of the lifting knife 
both pushing levers, one on its rearward and 
the other on its forward movement are lo 
cated at half travel in a position ready to 
act upon their driver needle, the interval 
within the two cams act being as a whole 
somewhat greater than the interval within 
which the lifting knife executes its idle 
movement. 

15. A shed forming machine, comprising 
a perforated paper pattern-card, a cylinder 
stipporting this pattern-card, a lifting knife 
adapted to perform a reciprocating move 
ment, a series of movable warp-thread lift 
ing hooks located above the lifting knife and 
adapted to come in reach thereof to be car 
iried along with this knife at its forward 
stroke and to follow its rearward stroke, 
means for stopping the rearward stroke of 
these hooks before the lifting knife reaches 
its rear dead centre, a rocking lever located 
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below each of said lifting hooks and adapted 
to normally hold the corresponding hook re 
moved from the path of the lifting knife, 
two. Series of pick reading-needles hanging 
above the pattern-card supporting cylinder 
in a distance one from another equal to a 
weft distance as represented on the pattern 
card, a can adapted to revolve in a definite 
relation with the lifting knife, a rocking 
lever in contact with this cam, two series of 
driving needles supported by this rocking 
lever and supporting the pick-reading 
needles, a driving needle of one series and a 
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needle of the other series being disposed on 
the same side of the same hook supporting 
rocking lever, two other cams adapted to 
rotate with the said speed as the first men 
tioned cam, a rocking lever, in reach of each 
of these two other cams adapted to act upon 
the driving needles of one series at a definite 
position of the pick reading needles hang 
ing thereon, these cams being so displaced 
relatively to one another in the peripheral 
direction that in the rear dead centre of the 
knife the two rocking levers, one on its rear 
Ward and the other on its forward move 
ment, are located at half travel in a posi 
tion of readiness to push the driving needles 
towards the hook supporting lever to allow 
the hook to fall in reach of the lifting knife 
at its subsequent forward stroke if the 
corresponding pick reading needle is in its 
pick reading position, the peripheral extent 
of said pair of cams as a whole being such 
that the interval within which the two cams 
act is somewhat greater than the interval 
within which the knife executes its idle 
movement. - 

16. A shed forming machine as claimed in 
claim 15, comprising a cam for imparting 
to the lifting knife a reciprocating move 
ment, three other cams adapted to revolve 
at the same velocity as this first cam and 
displaced relatively to one another in the 
peripheral direction, three bell crank levers 
each extending into reach of one of these 
last mentioned cams, the driving needles sup 
porting the pick reading needles being Sup 
ported by the same of said bell crank levers 
and adapted to come into reach of and to be 
pushed by one of the other bell crank levers 
when the corresponding pick reading needle 
is in its lowermost or pick reading position, 
the cani acting upon the first of said bell 
crank levers being located with relation to 
the other two cams in such a way that it 
lifts the pick-reading needles out of contact 
with the pattern-card and allows their lower- p 
ing into the pick reading position before 
the other two cams come in working posi 
tion, these two cams being disposed in such 
relation one to another and to the cam for 
actuating the lifting knife, that during the 
idle motion of the knife at the forward mo 
tion of the machine, the subsequent pick and 

9 
at the backward motion the preceding pick 
is determinative for the position of the lift 
ing hook relatively to the lifting knife. 

17. A shed forming machine, comprising 
two series of warp-thread lifting. hooks a 
lifting knife for each of these series adapted 
to perform a reciprocating movement and to 
carry along with it such hooks, means for 
stopping the movement of these hooks be 
fore the knife is reaching its rear dead point, 
a rotatable cylinder, a paper pattern-card 
loosely mounted on this cylinder, parallel 
rows of holes in this pattern-card, the holes 
in each row being displaced relatively to 
that On the adjacent rows in the direction of 
displacement of the pattern-card one row of 
holes representing the odd picks and the 
other the even picks, a supporting rocking 
lever for each of said lifting hooks adapted 
to hold the hook out of reach of the knife. 
during the idle motion thereof, two driving 
needles opposite each supporting lever, a 
pick-reading needle hanging down from each 
driving needle, these two reading needles 
being displaced relatively to those of the 
adjacent pairs in the longitudinal and pe 
ripheral directions of the cylinder, by the 
very short distance between two adjacent 
holes in the pattern-card, two rocking levers 
opposite the rear end of the driving needles, 
a rocking lever for supporting these needles 
and to bring them into and out of reach of 
the first mentioned rocking levers in depend 
ence on the position of the corresponding 
pick-reading needle in such a way that each 
of these two rocking levers is adapted to act 
upon two driving needles one of which bears 
upon the one and the other bears upon the 
other of the hook supporting levers. 

18. A shed forming machine as claimed 
in claim 17, two cams on the same shaft 
adapted to impart to the two series of lifting 
knives a reciprocating movement in oppo 
site direction one series relatively to the 
other, another shaft adapted to revolve at the 
same speed as the first mentioned shaft, 
means driven by this shaft to impart to the 
cylinder supporting the pattern card at each 
revolution of said shaft an angular move-. 
ment corresponding to two picks viz, equal 
to the distance of the two reading needles of 
the same pair, two pairs of diametrically 
opposite cams on said second shaft, each pair 
adapted to act upon one of the rocking levers 
for actuating the driver needles, the cams 
of one pair being displaced in peripheral 
direction relatively to those of the other 
air in such a way that at the rear dead 

center of either of the lifting knives the 
bell crank levers operated upon by these 
cams are in position of readiness to act upon 
the opposite driver needles in accordance 
with the position of the corresponding pick 
reading needle at either direction of move 
ment of the machine. 
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19. A shed forming machine, comprising 
thread warp supporting balances adapted to 
rocking each on a horizontal axis, a hook on 
each end of this balance pivotally connected 
there with, a lifting knife below each of 
these hooks, a shaft for imparting to these 
knives a reciprocating movement in oppo 
site direction one relatively to the other, a 
supporting rocking member for each hook 
adapted to normally hold the hook out of 
reach of the knife just before and after this 
latter is reaching its rear dead center, a 
perforated paper pattern-card, a cylinder 
Supporting this pattern-card, the holes in 
the pattern-card being disposed in series 
arranged in planes at right angles to the axis 
of the cylinder, two adjacent series of holes 
being displaced relatively one to another 
in the direction of the series at a distance 
equal to the half of the very short distance 
'of two holes of the same series (weft-dis 
tance), one series corresponding to the odd 
picks, the other to the even picks, two pairs 
of pick reading needles for each pair of 
lifting hooks, these needle pairs being in 
the same vertical planes as the series of 
holes in the pattern-card, the distance be 

30 
tween the needles of the same pair being 
equal to the double weft distance as repre 
sented on the pattern-card and the needles 
of one pair being displaced relatively to 
that of the other pair in their planes at the 
weft distance, a driver needle for each pick 
(reading needle, the two driver needles sup 

35 porting the reading needles of the same pair 
lying with one end opposite the same of said 
hook supporting rocking members and with 
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the other end opposite to different of two 
rocking levers, means for imparting to the 
pattern-card by means of the cylinder and 
after each second pick an intermittent move 
ment by an extent equal to the distance be 
tween the pick-reading needles of the same 
pair (double weft distance), a rocking lever 
for supporting the driver-needles and to 
hold the pick-reading needles out of contact 
with the pattern-card during the displace 
ment thereof, said rocking lever allowing 
after such displacement the 
needles to drop into pick-reading position 
and to bring thereby the corresponding 

: driver needles into the path of the opposite 
rocking lever cams disposed in the reach of 
these rocking levers and adapted to revolve 
with the same velocity as the cams for 
actuating the lifting knives and disposed 
in such position relatively to one another 
and to these last mentioned cams that each 
of the above 'mentioned hook supporting 
"rocking members of one pair of hooks is, 
as to its position, controlled by one of said 
rocking levers at the end of the rearward 
stroke and by the other rocking lever at the 
beginning of the subsequent forward or lift 
ing stroke to permit the hook to come into 
reach of the knife at the subsequent stroke 
and to be carried along with it at either di 
rection of movement of the machine if the 
pick-reading needle corresponding to this 
stroke has entered into one of the holes of 
the pattern-card, 

In testimony whereof I have affixed my 
signature. 

HUGO STAUBLI. 
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